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Bubble After Bubble in the
Ongoing Bubble Boom:
Oil Bursts, the Housing Bubble Fades and Stocks Emerge Into 
a Greater Bubble that Finally Ends in 2010

by HARRY S. DENT, JR.

In Brief: Investors and businesses need to understand that we are in a continuing bubble

boom that did not end with the 2000 - 2002 crash in stocks any more than it did with the 1987

crash. The recent oil bubble has countered the markets' attempts to rally above 11,000 since early

2005. Stocks corrected and got the most oversold they have been since October of 2002 and

March of 2003 in the mid to late April panic with extreme bearishness among everyday investors

and the Dow's test of 10,000. We are calling this the second “Great Buy Opportunity of a

Lifetime,” following October of 2002, when we gave our strongest buy signal in the 16-year

history of The H.S. Dent Forecast. We are advising to buy on minor corrections between August

and November, before the markets accelerate again from late 2005 into mid 2006 into a dramatic
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peak and final bubble around 2010.

There are two likely scenarios for the rest of 2005 with the first entailing a stronger

advance from late April 2005 on, and the second a, more choppy start at first with higher lows on

each correction and very little downside risk until the markets accelerate again from late 2005 on.

The oil bubble looks likely to peak between $66 and $68 by mid August. That will help clear the

way for stocks to surge again, along with an anticipation of the end of the Fed's tightening cycle

by year end and stronger economic growth from early 2006 onwards according to the best leading

indicator. That indicator predicted a slowing in growth into the 2nd quarter and growth is now

picking up again into late 2005 before slowing one more time into early 2006, especially with

continued Fed tightening for a few more months.

The housing bubble that has been accelerating since 2000 looks like it is about to come to

a peak with a dramatic deceleration in appreciation rates over the next year as just occurred over

the last year in the hottest international markets like Australia and England. Baby boom spending

and investments continue to create one bubble after the next. But the truth is that the demographic

spending trends peaked in late 2003 and housing valuations are now influenced more by

speculation for investment, falling interest rates and extremely liberal lending policies. We will

show that long term interest rates, after falling into June or very early 2006 at the latest, are likely

to be heading up modestly when economic growth picks up more consistently again and short

term rates rise and stabilize between 3.5% and 4.0% ahead.

Housing prices are the most overvalued they have ever been and cannot continue to

appreciate at these high rates without continued falling interest rates. Hence, we expect housing

appreciation rates to suddenly flatten over the coming year, and to fall in the most overvalued

areas like the Northeast, California and South Florida (including the hottest vacation markets)—
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but not to crash or decline across the board until the downturn we project from 2011 to 2022. A

surging stock market again will also draw investors increasingly out of housing speculation and

quickly back into equities, just as occurred from equities to housing after stocks slowed in 2000.

Our most dramatic forecast near term is that we will see a near simultaneous

acceleration in stocks and a deceleration in housing gains over the next year. We are

forecasting new highs on the Dow between very early and mid 2006 and that will end the

“this is only a bear market rally arguments”. 

Bubble after Bubble in the Ongoing Bubble Boom

The theme of The Next Great Bubble Boom (Free Press, September 2004) is that it is a

terrible misperception that we've seen a bubble in stocks, and now it's over. The truth is that we

are in a bubble boom that is very different from the last generation's boom from 1942 to 1968.

First, the generation driving this boom is much larger than those that came before it and its

purchasing and investment power drive every trend to extremes, one after the other. But more

important, bubbles come more when radical new technologies, infrastructures and business

models are first moving into the mainstream economy as occurred 80 years ago with automobiles,

phones and electricity—especially from 1914 to 1929—which saw the last two technology

bubbles in stocks.

It is critical to see this boom since the mid-1970s or early 1980s as a series of bubbles

in stocks, real estate, technology, and other sectors like oil . . . It's not that we have seen a

bubble burst . . . but that we are in an ongoing bubble boom!

In fact, the first bubble was the huge inflation trend that ushered the baby boomers and

their new technologies and consumer trends into the workforce and economy. The inflation rates
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that peaked in 1980 dwarfed past inflation cycles. And with that inflationary trend came the first

oil bubble and the gold bubble that peaked in 1980. Do you remember when oil was at $40 and

forecast for $100 plus, and when gold was at $800 and expected to go to $5,000? There was also

a minor bubble in housing prices driven by inflation trends into 1981 (and we will show later that

housing prices correlate most with inflation trends long term). Then the boom started in early

1983 and we saw the first bubble in the stock market emerge quickly into 1987 out of the twin

stock market corrections and economic declines in 1980 and 1982. Then we saw a stronger

technology-led stock bubble into early 2000, out of the ashes of the twin stock corrections in 1987

and 1990, and the mild recession into early 1991.

Now we are projecting a third even steeper tech-lead bubble into 2010 and another

great boom ahead (a little later than in our recent book)!

Baby boomer demand and falling mortgage rates have created two real estate bubbles

since the first peak in 1981 with peak inflation trends. The next occurred with the baby boom

starter home cycle that peaked in 1990. That was followed by the next and greater bubble with

trade-up home and vacation buying that is likely to  peak later this year or early next year at the

latest. Now we have another oil bubble that looks likely to be peaking currently, at least for now,

following the first oil bubble with inflation back in 1980.

Note that most of these bubbles come in pairs, two bubbles in oil over a 60-year inflation

and Kondratieff cycle, two bubbles in real estate and two tech stock bubbles over an 80-year

generation-driven New Economy cycle. Also note that the second bubble tends to be more

dramatic than the first. This confirms our model of a growth boom and maturity boom with a

shake-out in between. Most economists assume that you only see one major bubble, only very

infrequently, and then it's all over. But that is not typically the case, especially for technology
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bubbles as we show in Chapters 1 and 2 of The Next Great Bubble Boom.

Most analysts think we are crazy for predicting another bubble in stocks to follow the

recent one, because obviously we have learned our lesson and wouldn't let such a thing happen

again so soon. But that argument already looks weak after seeing the run up in Google and other

new growth stocks recently, and the dramatic housing bubble since 2000 directly after stocks

peaked. What do you mean when you say we learn our lessons? As long as growth and returns are

there, investors will chase increasing bubbles. One bubble followed by the next stronger one, is

actually what more often occurs in history until the longer trends driving them peak, as we have

shown with the twin tech stock bubbles that peaked in late 1919 and late 1929 before the most

devastating long-term downturn in U.S. history followed from 1930 to 1942.

We as investors need to first accept that we are in a bubble boom, and hence, should

continue to expect stronger booms and busts in rotating sectors until this growth boom or

bubble stage in the 80-year New Economy cycle is over around 2010 when baby boom

spending and new technology penetration rates are projected to peak.

It will be over, at least in North America and most of the Western world, when these new

technologies have penetrated around 90% of households  by around late 2009, and when the

massive baby boom generation finishes its spending cycle around 2010. And it is the first half of

the 80-year New Economy cycle when new technologies are first emerging into the mainstream

that we get these growing series of bubble booms and busts with increasing upside and downside

volatility in the markets. This occurred in the last technology revolution from 1900 to 1942,

including two bubbles in tech stocks from 1914 to 1919 and 1925 to 1929, and a bubble bear

market rally in stocks from mid-1932 to early 1937.  After the next crash into early 1942, we

entered a more orderly boom without major bubbles or busts into 1968. That is why the boom
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from 1942 to 1968 and the downturn from 1969 to 1982 to follow, was so different from what we

are seeing in recent decades—and what we will see in the next stage of this continued boom and

the extended bust ahead.

In this special update to The Next Great Bubble Boom, we are going to look at the peaking

of the oil and housing bubbles and how investors will naturally switch back into stocks again

when the current oil and housing bubbles burst or slow—and the next growth sectors, led by

technology, take off again with a very strong economy from early 2006 into 2010.

It wasn't a coincidence that home prices started accelerating when stock prices failed

and interest rates dropped with the slowing economy that followed. In this bubble boom, the

massive rising incomes and assets of baby boomers, leveraged by falling interest rates and

liberal lending policies, keep chasing the next hot sector after the last one bursts. And the

game is not over yet!

The demographic trends have been slowing for housing, but speculation has continued to

thrive with lower interest rates and rising prices, especially in large urban coastal areas, condos

and vacation sectors. Interest rates cannot continue to fall for much longer, and demographic

trends in overall housebuying that peaked in late 2003 will weaken further. A booming stock

market again may be the greatest impetus for cooling the speculation in housing, as the next

bubble game starts building and looks more attractive.

Major Reversal in Many Trends Ahead

The point now is that we see many trends reversing this year. Oil may have just peaked or

is likely to in August or shortly thereafter.  This peak should hold at a minimum for a few years,

and it could possibly represent a very long-term top. Bond yields have been falling until just
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recently, giving housing prices a final burst of strength into the summer. Housing prices could

continue to rise into the stronger fall season, or into the strongest spring at the very latest. Then

they should decelerate rapidly and fall in the most overvalued areas. Then bond yields should edge

up gradually for nearly 5 years as the economy, stocks and the Dollar boom again. Gold and

commodity prices could slow for a year or more to come, similar to oil. And finally, stocks will

surge again between late 2005 and early 2006 to new extremes into 2010. 

That will cause a number of leading stock sectors in the past few years, like oil,

commodities and housing, to lag and possibly crash. Large and small cap growth stocks,

especially technology, are going to take the stage again and lead the next bubble driven by the

second stage, or maturity boom, of the S-Curve technology cycle in Internet, wireless, broadband

and digital devices. Again, the sharp bubble in oil prices recently has put a damper on the stock

rally that attempted to accelerate in early 2005. Stocks should now rally more strongly from

extreme oversold levels in late April and 40% undervaluation levels compared to bonds (the

highest since late 2002). But there may continue to be some minor bumps along the way until oil

prices finally begin to retreat convincingly and investors see a clear end to the Fed tightening

cycle.

At this stage in our generation and technology cycles, things continue to evolve very much

as they did about 80 years ago in the last New Economy cycle. This recent tech and stock bubble

peaked 80.5 years after the comparable bubble in late 1919. But the bottom in the recent crash

came more like 81.0 years after the bottom in late 1921 (actually, the Dow bottomed in mid-1921

and the Automotive index in early 1922—or around late 1921 on average). It took almost three

years for stocks to start to accelerate after an initial strong recovery rally in 1922. The 81.0-year

lag looks more to be the trend and it should be early to mid 2006 before the Dow finally makes a
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new high with the next convincing acceleration in stock prices that should begin by November of

2005.

In The Next Great Bubble Boom, we forecast that the markets would accelerate again

in early 2005. Our recent analysis given the oil and housing bubbles now suggests that

should occur by mid to late 2005 instead. The Dow making a new high will be an important

event as it will dispel most of the “this is just a bear market rally” forecasts and convince

more investors that we are in the next major bull market. This is now most likely to occur

between January and March of 2006, or May of 2006 at the latest. Most investors have not

noticed that the small and mid cap stock indices have already made new highs from the

peaks in 2000, confirming the next bull market.

There is a milder bullish scenario at first for 2005 that we see as a bit less likely. That

would see the markets continue to move sideways with an upward bias in a range between 10,000

and 11,000 on the Dow before breaking up more strongly from late 2005 on. That would be more

likely to occur if the Fed continues to project extended rises in short term rates and we see oil

prices continue to edge up a bit longer. We think that the extreme oversold condition of the

markets in April argues for the more bullish scenario with stocks moving more upward from late

April 2005 on. If the Dow in this scenario does see a more substantial correction back towards

10,100 to 10,200 by mid August, or to around 10,300 or so between late September and

November, that would represent the last great buying opportunity before a strong surge towards

14,000 plus in the Dow into 2006. We see the downside risks for investors as very limited and the

upside potential over the next 1 to 5 years as enormous!
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The Oil Bubble: The Biggest Recent Market Hurdle

In the April issue of the H.S. Dent Forecast we showed how oil looked like it was moving

into a near-term bubble and peak with one more wave up to around $60.  Oil prices are likely in

their last rally to peak between $66 and $68 by mid August or so. We are in a period wherein

supply is clearly somewhat fixed short term with demand growing due to the world recovery,

especially in the U.S., and with China's continued very high growth. But rising prices stimulate

new investment in supply over time. Oil, like housing currently and stocks back in 1999, is now

being driven more by short term speculation than fundamentals.

According to analysis from Don Hayes at Hayes Advisory, there is something else going

on that has been steadily tipping the balance ever so slightly towards rising demand and prices.

That stimulus has been just enough to cause rising speculation beyond the fundamentals of supply

and demand in oil, especially with stagnant stock prices and falling interest rates since 2000.

Since 9/11, the U.S. and other

major oil importing countries

have been building their strategic

reserves to prepare for terrorist

attacks that could temporarily

shut down oil supplies. Chart 1

looks at a very clear correlation

between the rise in the U.S.

Strategic Reserve and the price of

oil.

The U.S. has added 140 million barrels since 9/11 or about 3.3 million barrels per month.
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We have added 30 million in the last 5 months, or 6 million a month. And remember that other

countries are doing this as well, so the stockpiling is much higher on a global level. Also note that

the oil markets now carry a rising premium on their own for growing terrorist risks, and now those

risks are starting to fall with the successful elections in Iraq and decelerating terrorist activities,

despite the recent attack in London that didn't affect oil supplies. Hence, 9/11 has nearly as much

to do with this bubble as does rising demand in a world of constrained supply. However, the U.S.

is due to hit its new targets for capacity and stop stockpiling by early to mid August of this year.

That should put more downward pressure on oil prices later this summer and fall while the

summer travel season slows down.

To get the broadest view,

Chart 2a looks at oil prices on a

logarithmic chart over a longer

period of time. This chart would

suggest that since World War II

we have seen a clear 5-wave

Elliott Wave pattern forming with

the 3rd wave peak in 1980 and a

long 18-year 4th wave correction

into late 1998 that tested the $10 - $11 level twice. That would put us in a final broader 5th wave

up and long term peak in this decade. Either we could see: 1) a significant correction ahead for a

year or so, and a final minor 5th wave peak around 2010 (into the peak of economic activity in

the next great boom); or 2) the broader 5th wave could be about to peak near term.

In the first scenario (Chart 2a) we show a minor 4th wave correction back to around $40
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for 1 to 2 years and then we could see a final surge to $80 to $100 into around 2010. That would

be followed by a long-term collapse between $10 and $40 in the downturn to follow from 2010

to 2022. The argument for this scenario would be that oil is overvalued now due to speculation

and needs a correction, but stronger U.S.-led growth in the next bubble boom, and continued

extreme growth in China and Asia, would lead to strong pressures on supply again—and a final

bubble would form. Although there are credible new supply alternatives emerging, they will likely

take longer to make a significant difference.

The argument against this scenario would be that without another major terrorist threat

that would disrupt oil supplies and stimulate further build-ups in strategic reserves, it would be

hard to see oil getting that high when fair value now is estimated to be between $25 and $40 by

many experts with present options for drilling deeper in many areas at higher price incentives.

Also in the final larger 5th wave of many Elliott Wave patterns, the top is more anticipated and

the final minor 5th wave often does not manifest so that this apparent 3rd wave of the larger 5th

wave could represent the longer term peak. We tend to lean towards scenario 1 with a significant

retreat in oil prices into 2006 or so and then one more bubble into 2010 before a worldwide

slowdown in economic growth and more credible long term solutions to the oil shortage emerge

like the gasification of coal.

Long term 28- to 30-year (minor) and 55- to 60-year (major) Kondratieff Wave peaks in

commodity prices and inflation rates would also suggest a peak in oil and commodity prices (on

the minor cycle) closer to 2010. We are looking to publish a new special report on our website at

www.hsdent.com by September that looks at how the Kondratieff Wave cycle of the past has been

increasingly supplanted by the new 40 and 80 year Generation Wave cycles, but how the two

cycles are still interacting. 
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The second scenario

(Chart 2b) is that we are

presently seeing a peak in oil

prices and we will see further

weakening when the U.S. stops

buying extra oil for its strategic

reserve after mid August. In this

case oil could drop to $25 to $30

a barrel over the next few years, have a bear market rally into the strongest years of the boom into

early 2010 or so, and then collapse back to its $10 -$11 lows of the 1990s in the great downturn

from 2010 to 2022. This scenario is less likely but would be confirmed if oil prices drop below

$38 (the last 1 wave high in late 2000) in the next year or two.

Chart 3 shows a more realistic long term picture using inflation-adjusted oil prices.

Despite the recent bubble we are still more than $30 below peak prices just over $90 in today's

2005 dollars back in 1980 (the

major top of the Kondratieff

Wave cycle) when OPEC had a

greater stranglehold on oil

supplies and broad commodity

and inflation rates were at their

peak (in line with both our 80-

year generation-driven New

Economy cycle and the 60-year
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Kondratieff cycle). In this chart it would be more likely that this present top, or any future top as

late as 2010, would represent a bear market rally that would peak in a “B” wave and then we

would see a long “C” wave back towards $10 - $11 from 2005 into as late as 2022 to 2023 or so.

But it is also possible that we could see a slight new high around the end of this decade and that

would suggest that oil prices would have to get to over $100/barrel with future inflation

adjustments, in order to get above the highs adjusted for inflation in 1980 (scenario 1). We think

that $80 plus oil prices are more likely than $100 plus if we see another bubble.

But either scenario—a long term peak now, or a final peak towards the end of this

decade after a major correction in the next year or two—could occur for oil prices. The next

year should tell us which scenario is more likely depending on whether we break below or

hold above the critical support for oil prices between $38 and $40.

If we look at the Amex Oil Index for stocks since the broader boom started in 1983

(Chart 4), we also get a stronger

suggestion for the case that oil

prices are about to peak near term.

Oil stocks are moving into an

exponential bubble that appears to

be near a 5th wave peak. Oil stocks

have actually underperformed the

S&P 500 since the early 1980s

and we continue not to

recommend commodity-based sectors long term, despite short term bubbles in these sectors that

are harder to predict. Demographic and new technology trends favor new growing sectors of our
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economy that have increased steadily in stock market capitalization trends, like technology, health

care and financial services—and they are easier to project. 

This would suggest a substantial correction ahead for oil stocks and a shake-out in

that industry over the next few years—much like the airlines just went through after 9/11. 

So it clearly appears that we have the next bubble in this “Great Bubble Boom” peaking

and that a leading sector of the last few years may become a laggard or even a big loser quickly.

This index looks like it could peak at or before 1,000, and then could fall as low as 400 to 600 in

the next year or so—during a continued economic boom! That could represent as much as a 40%

to 60% correction although likely less, much like the homebuilding stocks experienced after their

1990 bubble and peak as we showed in Chapter 1 of The Next Great Bubble Boom. 

Another bubble is very likely to burst for now, and perhaps long term, in oil and

commodity prices, while the bubble boom goes on!

Our message to investors, especially since 2001 (in our special report “The Buy

Opportunity of a Lifetime”) is that you have to understand and accept that we are in a long-term

bubble boom and that we will continue to see high volatility for this decade (during the boom)

and the next (during the bust). Now we are seeing continued bubbles and potential busts in sectors

like oil and commodities near-term, despite strong demographic and technology trends for the

next 5 years or so. Housing should be the next sector to see a shake-out and set-backs in stock

prices, while the broader economy and stock market advances. Then we will see another major

bubble in stocks peak by 2010 and then burst between 2010 and 2014, along with most sectors of

our economy.

Welcome to the most exciting and volatile bubble boom since 1914 to 1929! We can't

change the nature of this boom, but we can react more intelligently than the great majority
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of investors who keep chasing hot sectors and then fall off the cliff with them. In the last few

years, investors have run into energy stocks, real estate, homebuilding stocks, REITs and

bonds. We see all of those trends reversing between mid 2005 and early 2006. Most investors

will get burned again.

In past issues of our newsletter we talked about supply and demand for oil being able to

create the needed investment to sustain long-term trends at more like $30-$35/ barrel according

to most intelligent long-term analysts. Lee Raymond, CEO of Exxon Mobil, recently stated

strongly that oil at these prices is clearly due to speculation, not fundamentals. But many long

term fundamentals point towards higher oil prices. The real question is what should the price of

oil be? The markets are likely to tell us this in the next year or shortly thereafter.

A substantial break below $38 in the next year or so would strongly suggest that oil

has peaked long term. Similarly, if the Amex oil stock index were to fall substantially below

600 that would similarly suggest the oil bubble is over. Otherwise, we are likely to see

another oil bubble into around 2010.

But other fundamentals suggest that oil will fall near term. Don Hayes at Hayes Advisory

presents another interesting

analysis. In Chart 5 he shows a

strong correlation with oil

prices and a reverse scale of

U.S. inventories of crude oil,

not including the strategic

reserve that we hold and build

for crisis times. The reverse
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scale is used because rising inventories would show higher supply and lead to lower prices and

visa-versa. Clearly, oil prices have been diverging from this trend very dramatically with the

recent speculative bubble. This chart would suggest that oil prices could fall to as low as $25 to

$30 unless inventories fall substantially. But inventories are actually more likely to rise and oil

prices could fall even further. Again, since the U.S. will not have to buy additional oil for its

reserve after August, that will take some pressure off of oil demand and prices, and only serve to

raise inventories.

In summary, oil prices look very likely to fall substantially in the next year and a shake-

out is imminent in the oil and energy sectors. It is more of a question of whether oil prices will

fall back to around $40 and then advance again, or peak here long term and perhaps fall as low as

$20 to $30. If we do see $80 plus oil prices and a final bubble in oil, we don't think that will have

a major impact on the stock market as we will be in a stronger phase of earnings and growth by

then and oil will continue to be a smaller part of our economy as it has been for decades. But it

would be at least a mild negative if and when it occurred, just as the recent oil bubble has probably

set stock prices back about 5% to 8% from where they would have been in 2005 without it (which

would have had the Dow testing its 2000 highs earlier as we were first expecting).

The scenario for a long term peak in oil prices near term would be better for the broad

stock market and bonds, but it would suggest an even more severe shake-out and downside for oil

and energy stocks over the next two years. We see the potential for as much as a 40% to 60%

decline in oil stocks in the next year or so but likely less, and that is likely to affect stock indices

like the Dow and S&P 500 a bit more than the technology, health care, financial services, Asia

and small cap sectors that we focus on for investment strategies in this continued bubble boom

ahead.



Bonds and Interest Rates

Before we look at the other great bubble in housing, let's look at the trends in bonds which

have seen a long term bull market due to falling interest rates since 1981. Interest rates will be

impacted a bit by the peaking in the oil bubble, and falling interest rates are another factor driving

home prices at this late stage in that bubble.  We have seen somewhat volatile movements recently

in long-term interest rates like the 30-year and 10-year Treasury bonds. They first spiked up, as

usual, with the strengthening recovery in 2003 and early 2004, anticipating rising inflation rates

and Fed tightening.  Most economists were surprised to then see long bond yields decline despite

the Fed raising short-term rates from mid 2004 into 2005.

Why? Modest inflation from high productivity and excess capacity, and a moderate

economic recovery for years at first as our models suggested. But the bond markets are also telling

the Fed that it is going too far in their intentions for raising short term interest rates out of

misplaced inflation fears as they have tended to do in the past. We are also seeing strong flows

into bonds internationally from lower interest rates in Europe and growing trade imbalances with

Asia (to compensate), as well as the fact that corporations are not fully investing their growing

profits and are saving more than investing until they see more convincing signs of long term

growth and work off their excess capacity from the last bubble. That will change in 2006.

In early 2004, with the sharp rise in oil prices and increasing speculation in long bonds,

rates first jumped 0.65% in the 10-year Treasury and near 0.5% in the 30-year. But they came

down again to as low as 3.80% on the 10-year Treasury bond with the slowing recovery into the

2nd quarter of 2005 that we have been predicting since late 2004. Now that economic growth is

picking up a bit again since June, we will likely see the Fed raise short term rates to between

3.75% and 4.00% by late this year. But then the Fed should stop with another slowing in the
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economy into very early 2006, and may even lower rates a bit from their overreaction. But

moderating oil and commodity prices ahead should both lessen inflation fears and increase the

perception that the economy will strengthen long term. Hence, inflation pressures have likely

peaked for now, and rising productivity from the next technology-lead boom should keep inflation

moderate, although it is likely to rise a bit down the road due to mildly rising workforce entry

from the echo boom generation as we outline in our books and the next potential oil/commodity

boom into 2010.

There are opposing forces: between rising productivity of the aging baby boomers,

and potentially falling oil and commodity prices on the disinflationary side; vs. stronger

economic growth from early 2006 on, and the rising entry of the echo boom into the

workforce growth on the inflationary side; in the years ahead for inflation, interest rates and

bond yields. The inflationary trends are likely to win out ultimately but with interest rates

rising only modestly in the years ahead. But that will still work against strongly rising home

prices.

In the 1920s bond yields continued to decline into 1928 due to rising productivity and

declining immigration and workforce growth, despite accelerating economic growth. But

workforce growth shows the highest correlation with inflation rates in our research. Our models

show slightly greater workforce entry from the echo boom than baby boom retirement over the

rest of this decade. And it is still likely that we will see a third bubble later in this decade in oil

and commodity prices, unlike the 1920s. Hence, we think that inflation will be a bit higher than

in the 1920s, rising very modestly, but still restrained to very low levels. Inflation rates are likely

to remain contained to the 1% to 3% range, especially given lower outsourcing costs from

emerging countries like China and India and a rising Dollar that lowers our import costs and
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attracts greater foreign investment flows into our stock and bond markets.

Chart 6 represents a

very interesting long-term trend

in bond yields that is similar to

other channels we have used in

the past like the Dow Channel.

Since the late 1980s, the 30-year

Treasury yield has been

declining in an increasingly

narrow channel or wedge

pattern. We've hit peaks in yields in late 1987, late 1994, and early 2004 during periods when the

economy was accelerating and/or when the Fed was shifting towards a strong tightening policy in

short term rates. We hit the bottom of this channel in early 1986, late 1993, late 1998 and early

2003 when the economy was decelerating and the Fed was easing more.

The good thing about channels that are this consistent over long periods of time is: 1) that

you can predict major reversals from high or low areas of the channel, and 2) that the trends are

likely to continue in the direction and parameters of the channel until the channel is clearly

broken. With oil prices seeming to peak near term and the slowing of growth into the 2nd quarter,

30-year Treasury bond yields have fallen near the bottom of this channel to near 4.10% and could

retest these levels or go a bit lower towards the bottom of the channel around 3.9% by early 2006

when the economy is likely to slow briefly again. That would represent the last great opportunity

to refinance home and business mortgages. But it is more likely that we hit the bottom end of this

channel for the last time in early 2003 and refinancing even at slightly higher levels by early 2006
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should be advantageous.

Only a very strong surge in productivity that reduces inflation substantially and outweighs

mildly higher workforce growth, could cause long term interest rates to trend lower in the next

few years and that would also dictate an easing in short term rates by the Fed from early 2006

onwards. But we wouldn't want to bet on that scenario given the potential of rising workforce

growth and rising oil prices later, although lower long term interest rates did occur into the late

1920s bubble. Investors should increasingly switch from longer term maturities to shorter term in

their portfolios as likely modestly rising rates ahead will penalize long term bonds and short and

long term rates are converging as we move into late 2005. Why take the longer term risk when

short term rates are similar?

A break up through the top of this channel in the next year or two (above 5.2% by early

2006) would signal a somewhat stronger trend of rising interest rates into 2010 or so, and the

greater likelihood that oil and commodity prices rise to new highs in the latter years of this boom.

That would also lead to a greater slowdown in home prices.

Chart 7 shows The

Weekly Leading Index (from

www.businesscycle.com) that

we have found to be the best

indicator for forecasting the

economy around 8 months ahead

to get a better idea of how trends

in the economy and interest rates

are likely to occur near term. This leading index forecast that economic growth was likely to
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weaken further into June or July of 2005, before beginning to strengthen again.  But this indicator

also suggests that growth should pick up into late 2005 and then slow one more time into January

or February of 2006 before we see stronger and more sustainable growth from early 2006 to 2010,

as occurred from 1996 to 2000 in the last bubble cycle. That is the reason that we have been

warning of this slowing in the recovery since late 2004 in our newsletter. It is also natural for

economic growth to slow after surging strongly in the early stages of a recovery. The Fed tightens

in reaction to the strong initial growth and always goes a bit too far. After the Fed raises short term

rates as high as 3.75% to 4.00% by late this year, then they may have to back off a bit towards

3.5% in early 2006. That would be very bullish for stocks. If inflation rates fall in the years ahead

due to very high productivity, the Fed would likely ease more—and that would be even more

bullish for stocks. 

Homeowners and businesses should be looking to refinance mortgages as we already

recommended between 3.7% and 4.0% on the 10-year Treasury in June, and again into

early 2006, optimally on a 5/1 or 7/1 ARM rate, especially if 30-year Treasury rates fall into

the 3.9% to 4.2% range, or 10-year rates fall to 3.6% to 3.9%. That mortgage strategy will

lock in fixed rates in a likely mildly rising inflation trend during the boom, and then convert

you to short term rates that should be declining sharply from late 2010 onwards in the

downturn to follow—the best of both worlds!

In The Next Great Bubble Boom, we forecast that the lows in long term rates were likely

to occur between late 2005 and early 2006 given the trends in past recoveries. That may have

already occurred in June of 2005, but we should get another opportunity for refinancing by early

2006. Most investors can't understand how long term bond rates could be falling with rising short

term rates and a growing economy. This is because long term rates follow more the trends in
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inflation and short term rates are affected more by Fed policies and short term demand/supply

economics.

Chart 8 shows the

spread between 10-year and 3-

month Treasury yields since

1980. This spread averages 2.0%

over time, but in a steady boom

with low inflation trends and

expectations it can average 1.0%

(between 0.5% and 1.5%) as

occurred during the last bubble from 1995 to 1999. That is the “sweet spot” for stocks and the

economy. But this “yield curve” will almost always invert—with lower long-term yields than

short term—when the Fed is tightening to slow the economy down from over expansive growth,

and/or when long bond traders expect a slowdown after an expansion period.

Note that the strong recession into late 1982 was preceded by the strongest inversion in

rates. Then a flat yield curve in late 1989 would have forecast the slowdown into early 1991. A

slight inversion in rates forecast the slowdown into 2001 and 2002. But also note in the early

stages of recoveries like 1983, 1992 and early 2004, that the yield curve or spread tends to hit its

peak, between 3.75% and 5.0% at the extreme in 1983. We already hit near 4% in this spread in

early 2004! The spreads are only likely to narrow into a range of 2.0% maximum and 0.0%

minimum or around 1.0% to 1.5% for the years to come in the next boom and again that is the

best range for stocks. In a slowing just after a recovery we can experience a near inversion that

does not signal a recession, but just the final slowing before the economy takes off again. We
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would be concerned if we did see an actual inversion in rates over the next 6 months or so.

Long-term bond yields are likely to stay within a narrow range for years with a slight

rising bias, unless the 30-year Treasury Channel is broken on the upside with yields above

5.2% by early next year. Still inflation should be tame and yields should only advance

modestly. A 30-year yield above 6.0% and 30-year mortgages above 7.25% would be

unlikely in the late stages of the boom ahead even if we break out of this channel on the

upside. There is almost no chance that we would break below this channel and we have

already likely seen the last test of the bottom of this channel in early 2003. A retest at 3.9%

or lower from early 2006 on would be very bullish for stocks, especially if short term rates

declined in reaction.

Home Prices: The Next Bubble to Burst—but not a Crash Until 2011/2012

The financial news has continued to abound with stories of the housing bubble. We have

said in the past that that is reason enough to think it's not going to bust quite yet. But our analysis

continues to suggest it is now coming very soon and you would expect much more awareness and

coverage of this bubble after the dramatic recent crash of the stock bubble. From 1996 to 1998

more analysts warned about the stock and tech bubble, but most started giving up by 1999—

except for Robert Schiller who came out at the right time with his book, Irrational Exuberance.

There have been increasingly worrisome signs in housing markets that Schiller and many others

have been very vocal about. In Chapter 4 of The Next Great Bubble Boom (and our special report,

Demographic Trends In Real Estate, in July of 2003) we have shown very conclusively that the

momentum in baby boom home buying and trade-up homes climaxed back in mid- to late 2003.

Mortgage interest and buying drops off significantly after age 42, and the peak numbers of baby
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boomers have since passed this age.

So why are house prices and demand still rising as we move into 2005? The truth is that

speculation has increasingly replaced slowing fundamental demand since 2000 when the stock

market failed. And interest rates have continued to decline into June and increasingly liberal

lending policies have kept home prices and sales rising at least into the summer. They could

continue to rise into the fall of 2005 at lower rates of growth, or at the very latest the spring of

2006 before speculation drops off more dramatically with rising interest rates and a booming

stock market again. Often home buyers and refinancings will make one last rush into the market

when they sense that interest rates have bottomed and will be rising. Housing trends are also

slower to react than stock and commodity trends. Low interest rates keep housing affordable

despite skyrocketing valuations based on rents and incomes. But the real secret to the continued

strength in housing despite waning demographic trends is the same factor as in the recent oil or

stock bubbles. And that is of course—speculation in the late stages!

The National Association of Realtors recently reported that an estimated 25% of home

sales are now bought as an investment, with 10% or higher as vacation homes. Typically vacation

homes represent 6% of the market with vacation homes appreciating recently at twice the rate of

primary homes due to stronger demographic trends as we forecast. And why not speculate with a

poor stock market in the last 5 years and falling interest rates? Single-family homes are also

slowing while condos continue to grow faster in price at three times the rate of primary homes.

Condos are easier to buy pre-construction with low down payments and then sell when completed

at a profit, and they are more likely to be in vacation/second home markets (including in large

downtown areas of cities) that have had the strongest demographic trends. Hence, condos and

vacation areas are where the greatest speculation and risks are, despite the fact that demographic
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trends continue to favor vacation, resort and retirement areas for years to come.

Again, remember that we are in a bubble boom. As incomes and assets rise and

interest rates fall, investors keep chasing the strongest areas of appreciation and profits until

they become overvalued. That has been happening in housing and oil stocks since 2000 when

stocks crashed and forced investors to reallocate their investments. Now vacation homes and

condos represent the greatest part of the recent housing bubble and have growing risks,

despite stronger demographic  trends vs. primary homes.

The best illustration of how extreme the speculation trends have gotten in a normally

stable and moderate growth

market, comes from Robert

Schiller in Chart 9. This chart

shows long term, and especially

since the 1950s, that home prices

simply correlate with inflation

and replacement costs, except

for minor bubbles in demand

like the early 1950s, late 1970s

and late 1980s—and the more extreme bubble now that is coming both from speculation and from

increasingly limited land for development in more urban areas. But this increase is coming from

rising land prices, not from rising construction costs! And land prices can deflate rapidly in a

slowing market or economy, just like stock valuations! In fact, Shiller shows brilliantly in his

recent revised edition of Irrational Exuberance, that construction costs (after correlating strongly

with housing prices and inflation since 1890) have been rising less than inflation since 1980,
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while home prices have been rising faster and accelerating dramatically since 2000. This is a sign

of an extreme bubble, like stocks growing much faster than earnings.

The real pizzazz in housing, outside of bubbles like this one, is simply that they are bought

on leverage through mortgages—and hence, are a leveraged hedge against inflation. In strongly

rising inflation trends like the 1970s, housing performed better than stocks and most investments.

In a boom like this one with falling mortgage rates and growing demand vs. supply, home prices

tend to grow faster than inflation due to falling financing costs and scarcity of land for

development and environmental restrictions. But that would conversely mean that home prices

would also fall with reverse leverage during a deflation in prices, as they only last did significantly

in the early 1930s, and a slowing in the economy and demographic demand. And that is what we

are forecasting from 2011 on.

There are two camps in the housing bubble debate: The “it's a bubble camp” lead most

credibly by Shiller, and the “it's not a bubble camp” including Greenspan that argues that there

are only bubbles in a narrow range of local markets. We ultimately agree with the bubble camp,

but more so with Shiller, who argues this is the greatest bubble ever in housing. We have shown

precedents like 1914 to 1919 and 1925 to 1929 for the recent tech-driven bubble in stocks. We see

no precedent in modern history for the recent bubble in housing prices across the Western World.

And it was a minority of large cap growth and technology stocks that caused the recent bubble in

stocks as Jeremy Siegel has pointed out. But we agree a bit with the not a bubble camp in that we

don't see a crash near term, just a flattening in most home prices due to a strong economy and

continued low interest rates ahead. After a minor crash in the most overvalued areas just ahead,

we see a broad crash between 2011 and 2022, especially between 2011 and 2014.

Most forecasters in both camps will be wrong about the scenario in housing ahead.
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We will not see a broad crash in the coming years as the bubble camp sees. But there will be

a dramatic flattening near term and a broad crash from around 2011 into 2014, on a lag

from the stock crash and economic slowdown from 2010 on, that the not a bubble camp does

not see. Yet, the most overvalued areas in the Northeast, California and South Florida will

likely see minor declines in the coming years, along with more substantial declines in the

hottest high end, vacation and condo markets.

Schiller brings excellent analysis in Chart 9 by adjusting the change in home values for

both inflation and changes in construction quality and size. This chart represents the deviation

from inflation and quality trends, or simply, replacement costs. Note that when the trends were

more disinflationary at first from 1920 to 1929, and then deflationary from 1930 to 1933, home

prices under performed even the broad price trends. The worst performance with the largest

decline in modern history was between 1930 and 1933. And we have a deflationary period ahead

of us again from 2011 to 2023 by our demographic forecasts. Hence, our much stronger warnings

for real estate losses in that time period. But the most important insight here is that home prices

have gotten way ahead of inflation and quality trends, far more than any time in the last century.

This is not just another

bubble—it is the greatest

bubble we have ever seen in

housing prices. And it is

occurring around the

developed world from

Australia to South Africa to

Western Europe. Appreciation
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rates are already slowing dramatically in London and Sydney, with Australia seeing 20%

annual increases diminish to near 0% in just the last year and England seeing 25% growth

rates drop to 5% in the last few years as we show in Chart 10.  That is similar to what we

see happening in the U.S. over the next year or so.

With demographic

demand trends waning and

interest rates likely to rise mildly

in the years ahead, the real

question is not whether this

bubble in strong home price rises

is sustainable, but simply whether

home prices are overvalued

enough yet—given that most

bubbles last longer than we would

think? Most analysts say yes. But

one means of analysis still says…

not quite yet. Charts 11a and 11b

show two different measures of

home valuation and affordability.

The first (11a) is the more typical

with home prices divided by

incomes (home prices divided by rents is the other common measure). This valuation model says

housing prices are more overvalued than anytime in U.S. history at 30% higher than the norm on
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average and that is very extreme for housing. The ratios are very similar when home prices to

rents are measured.

But the second chart (11b) shows that housing prices are still relatively affordable to new

homebuyers and owners. It measures home payments to incomes, and mortgage payments have

continued to decline due to falling long-term interest rates and innovative short term ARM rates,

interest only, and no down payment loans, for lowering the costs near term while incomes have

continued to rise more modestly. This chart says that the average family can still afford a home at

today's prices, but that would be less so if interest rates were to rise substantially, or home prices

were to continue to rise at high rates without a dramatic corresponding fall in interest rates which

is simply not possible. This chart would suggest that home prices could at best rise with rising

income levels in the future if mortgage rates were flat and that is a possibility for the next year or

so. If interest rates rise, then housing levels would struggle to rise at even the underlying inflation

or construction cost trends which are more moderate than income trends.

Even with continued supply limitations in development, appreciation rates are

clearly not sustainable short term and housing prices are not sustainable long term.

Hence, they are due to at least slow more dramatically in the years ahead towards more

moderate inflation rates or income gains. But the extreme overvaluation today argues that they

should slow more than that and flatten generally, with moderate declines in the most overvalued

markets as occurred in the early to mid 1990s. In the last slowdown the most overvalued markets

in the Northeast and California declined between 10% and 20% as most housing markets simply

grew very slowly from 1990 to 1997. High end homes in those areas declined 20% to 40% in that

time period. Hence, there are real risks ahead in these overvalued areas.

The mortgage payments are more the reality for homebuyers and their ability to afford a
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house, at least in their short term thinking, especially for speculators. But the truth is somewhere

in between as property taxes and insurance can run 35% to 45% above the mortgage and are not

cushioned by falling interest rates. And most buyers don't fully consider that, as Suze Orman is

always warning. So, the truth is that housing is extremely overvalued vs. incomes and rents, and

even more so vs. inflation and construction costs. Hence, the especially strong rising trend since

2000 is not sustainable unless interest rates continue to fall—and that is not likely to occur past

this year or very early 2006. 

We expect incomes to keep rising and more strongly in the great boom ahead. But short

term interest rates are only going to rise modestly hurting the 40% of new home buyers that use

1-year ARM rates currently, along with increasing trends in interest only mortgages and low to

zero down payments that are fueling the bubble. These unprecedented liberal policies in lending

are also a sign of an extreme bubble that is not sustainable. And long term interest rates are likely

to follow upwards, but also very modestly after a near-term modest fall again. So the truth is that

home prices will be at more of a stalemate in the years ahead at best, and weaken more so if

interest rates rise more than modestly. Given that home prices are so overvalued, they should grow

very modestly at best on average,

and could decline modestly at

worst over the next 1 to 5 years.

Chart 12 shows that new

home sales have started to become

more volatile, and have slowed a

bit into June of 2005. Chart 13

shows that new home prices have
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been similarly volatile and have

weakened sharply from March

2005 into June 2005 while

existing home prices and sales

have risen to new highs. This is a

divergence that suggests a top

approaching in appreciation

rates. If appreciation rates do fall

dramatically over the coming

year as we forecast, then

speculation in housing will

quickly lose its appeal and that

will take the final leg out of the

housing bubble.

The housing bubble has

gotten more extreme in the last

year and has shifted more from

California to Florida. Chart 14 shows the top 20 markets for appreciation from March 2004 to

March 2005. Bradenton, Florida led with 45.6% growth as it has been catching up with the

adjacent hot market in Sarasota which grew at 36.0%. California, the Northeast and Las Vegas

continue to show very strong gains, but California prices are so high that they simply can't grow

as much as the up and coming markets in Florida. This last strong surge in Florida is a sign to us

of the last stages of this bubble as Florida simply catches up with the overvaluation levels in the
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hottest coastal areas of the Northeast and California. 

We have presented many

overvaluation indicators for

different markets over the last year

that all point to the same

overvalued areas. Most of them

are based on prices vs. incomes or

rents. Chart 15 shows an analysis

of the markets with the highest

risk of declines based on job growth, past volatility and overvaluation from PMI Mortgage which

insures mortgages. Mortgage insurance companies bear the bottom line risk from housing price

volatility and hence should be the best gauge of overvaluation risks. This chart gives a slightly

different ranking in risk with the Northeast the highest, then California, with South Florida

substantially lower due to higher job growth and migration rates.

The highest risk market at 55.3% is Boston due to the highest prices in the Northeast and

slower job growth and higher past volatility. That is followed by Nassau/Suffolk in New York at

54.0%, and then a host of California markets led by San Diego between 41.9% and 52.8% risk.

The biggest surprise is that markets like Minneapolis and Detroit come in at high risks due to

slowing job growth, despite not being as overvalued by most other measures. And Florida, despite

high valuations vs. incomes, comes in more moderate ranging from 21.9% in Ft. Lauderdale to

16.6% in Miami and Tampa due to higher migration and job growth.

But like in oil stocks, Chart 16 shows what looks like to be a bubble nearing a peak in

homebuilding stocks—and sooner rather than later! Since homebuilding stocks started to lead in
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2000, we see that we are in the

final stages of what looks like a

clear 5-wave rally. This chart

would suggest that we could be

very near a top with falling

interest rates into June. But when

interest rates start to rise a bit

more and home prices slow

further, housing stocks should quickly become a laggard. We could see as much as a 40% to 45%

drop from near 1000 back to the strongest support around 550 in the next year or so, but likely a

bit less with the growing overall boom ahead in stocks.

Another bubble is about to end in real estate, while the bubble boom moves on. 

But likely only in the most overvalued areas, while most homes simply slow, flatten or

decline modestly in price trends in the years ahead. The economy and interest rates will still

generally be favorable for housing so we won't likely see a broad decline. But slowing

demographic demand, modestly rising interest rates and strong stock appreciation will

increasingly work against continued strong price increases for homes. The real crash in housing—

and the final burst of the greatest bubble in housing in history—will come in the downturn we

project for 2011 to 2022 when we see an extended deflationary downturn, like Japan saw from

1990 to 2003. Home prices have fallen in Japan 40% on average since 1992 and as much as 80%

in the most overvalued areas. So much for the argument that real estate can't go down as it is only

getting more scarce. There are few countries with scarcer land vs. population than in Japan. 

Chart 17 also shows that homebuilding stocks are approaching their highest
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price/earnings (P/E) levels near

10X earnings. Some analysts are

already saying that homebuilding

stocks are in a new era of ever

tightening supply and ever

expanding demand, but the smart

money knows better given the

strong cyclicality of this

industry—and would very likely

take this as a sell signal

confirming that a peak is at hand.

But to keep a larger

perspective on home prices and

why we see more limited

downside for years to come, we

present Chart 18. It shows

median prices of existing homes back to 1968. Using median prices takes out the bias that more

expensive and volatile homes have on the market, and hence shows more what happens to the

typical house, which is more stable in price. This chart demonstrates how stable housing median

prices are even after bubbles, compared to stock and commodity prices. In this strong boom with

falling interest rates, home prices have tended to slow or flatten rather than drop off

significantly—as they have rising inflation rates and replacement costs, as well as supply

limitations during boom times, underlying them. The demand cycle will slow increasingly even
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in this continued boom, and those inflation rates and replacement costs will decline more

significantly in the downturn and deflationary cycle as we are forecasting from 2011 on. But

again, remember that high valuation areas like the Northeast and California did see even median

home prices drop 10% to 20% from 1990 to 1997, with high end sectors dropping 20% to 40%. 

After the peaking of trade-up home buying in late 2003 and then the slowdown in

speculative buying from 2006 onwards, the greatest long term trend in real estate and

demographic trends will come from the continued “convection current” of younger

graduates and new households migrating from higher cost and less favorable climate areas

in the Northeast, upper Midwest and California into the Southeast and Southwest—much

more than the overhyped retirement trends of the baby boomers.

Eleven times more 20 - 29 year-olds moved out of state than retirees from age 60 - 69 in

the last 5 years. The emerging echo boom will be accentuating this demographic cycle into around

2029 providing growth during the boom and even in the slowdown after 2010—but only in the

southerly and favorable states and cities that attract these younger people through lower cost

housing and wastewater/infrastructures, growing jobs and better schools. But the massive baby

boom will also be moving into its retirement phase from 2000 into 2028 and they will move in

smaller numbers into very concentrated areas like Arizona, Nevada, the Carolina coasts and

Florida—and hence, continue to have a high impact on those areas. After 2028 to 2029 our nation

will increasingly slow down in growth and move less. We our going to summarize these trends in

the October issue of The H.S. Dent Forecast. You can get a free sample at hsdent.com. Our

subscribers also have access to an archive of our back issues, including our many reports on real

estate trends in the last two years.
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The Next Greater Bubble Emerging in Stocks 

Since the market slowed in January we have continued to evaluate the patterns to better

predict when we will see a stronger lift-off and to monitor if we are still on track for The Next

Great Bubble Boom. Once bubbles get started, like in early 1995, they tend to build momentum—

and corrections, even strong ones like 1998—are sharp, but brief. This has clearly not occurred

yet in this next bull market cycle, but it may be beginning since late April.

Since the bottom in October of 2002, the market has been playing the “catch me if

you can” game, moving up rapidly in short surges like 2003 and then moving sideways for

many months to wear investors out before surging up again and leaving investors behind in

the next surge. Most investors are seeing the long sideways correction after the strong

recovery rally in 2003 as a sign that stocks have little potential. But such a scenario is

precisely what preceded the last two great bubbles from 1995 to 1999 and 1925 to 1929!

The market has been holding its gains well given the oil bubble, but hasn't clearly moved

into the next bubble phase of more consistent momentum. We think that has possibly begun since

late April, but it could be until August or as late as November before we see the next very strong

acceleration truly begin. Our analysis was correct in predicting the strong rebound in 2003 and

the flat trading range in 2004. We were also correct in giving a strong buy signal in August of

2004 right at the bottom of that trading range at 9,700 on the Dow. But the Decennial Cycle (in

Chapter 3 of The Next Great Bubble Boom) would strongly suggest that a stronger lift-off would

occur in 2005, and more on the earlier side, but the oil bubble thwarted that. The panic sell-off in

mid-April back to 10,000 on the Dow finally gave us much higher confidence that we could move

forward more strongly and consistently from there on and we gave very strong buy signals there

again. Hence, investors should be buying stocks on short-term pull-backs this year ahead of the
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next acceleration from late 2005 into 2006.

In the recent panic sell

off into mid to late April,

everyday investors (Chart 19)

at the American Association of

Individual Investors (AAII) got

nearly as bearish as they did in

late 2002 and early 2003 which

marked the beginning of this

bull market and a very strong rally from early 2003 into early 2004 that most investors missed.

Note that high readings in this chart are bullish because investors are very bearish. These everyday

investors are the last to panic and extreme bearish readings of this nature have always come at

major bottoms.

This extreme bearishness by everyday investors back in April of 2005 is the greatest

reason we think that we are now ready to begin the next bubble market in stocks. It's just a

matter of whether we start

more dramatically or with

more caution in the next few

months.

Chart 20 shows how

closely this recovery rally on the

Dow has been following the one

from the tech crash in the early
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1920s, on an approximate 81-year lag (on our 80-year New Economy cycle in our books). We

showed in The Next Great Bubble Boom how tech stocks recently followed very closely the tech

bubble that emerged and peaked in late 1919, and the crash that followed into mid 1921/early

1922. The first bubble peak in early 2000 followed the first bubble peak in late 1919 by about 80.5

years. But the bottom of the crash around late 1921, followed close to 81.0 years later. Now the

markets are following the recovery from the early 1920s crash on a near 81.0-year lag. Chart 20

would suggest that we put in a significant bottom in late April of 2005.

Chart 21 shows our Dow

Channel from The Next Great

Bubble Boom, and we were very

near the bottom trend line at

around 9,700 in the sell-off in

April of 2005. This would also

strongly suggest another stellar

buy opportunity for stocks and

that we have put in a bottom in April with very little downside ahead for investors. This trend line

rises at about 12% per year as we move forward and would suggest that any corrections ahead

should see higher lows. However, breaking below this bottom trend line would be a worrisome

sign. That trend line will rise to 10,100 in August and 10,300 in October. This should give the

market strong support and very minor downside with a rising bias for correction lows.

If the Dow today continues to follow the patterns of the 1920s in the next year as is

shown in Chart 20, then we should see strong rallies ahead and the Dow should break to new

highs, at 12,000 plus, by early 2006, or mid 2006 at the latest. 
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Chart 22 shows an 81.0-

year lag on the Dow from the

1920s moving out further to a

projected potential peak, and

would suggest the top should

come around mid to late 2010. If

the Dow continues to follow the

bubble scenario of the 1920s as

we roughly expect, then we could see 14,000 to 16,000 by as late as August of 2006 when the 4-

Year Presidential Cycle is likely to set in for a brief, but sharp correction back to as low as 12,000

into October or so. We would finally hit 20,000 by late 2008 and then see the sharpest bubble from

early 2009 into early to mid-2010. And yes, that scenario would suggest a peak around 40,000

similar to our Dow Channel in Chart 21. Our alternative scenario closer to 1995 to 1999 growth

rates would project a Dow of 32,000 plus by 2010.

The other likely scenario

for 2005 (Chart 23), and a little

less bullish at first—would be

that the markets move more in

line with the year 1994 (on a near

11-year lag to the 1990s recovery

and bubble boom scenario). Thus

far the market movements have

also been very similar, including the sharp panic sell-off into late March of 1994 that repeated into
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April of 2005. 1994 was the year that preceded the last bubble from 1995 to early 2000. Even in

this scenario, we would have already seen the lows for the year in mid to late April and investors

would have little or no downside risk, especially with the rising bottom line support from the Dow

Channel. This scenario would occur more if we saw oil prices remain high a bit longer and the

Fed overplaying its intentions for raising short term interest rates, causing the market to move up

in a choppy manner with higher highs and higher lows. Thus far, the market has closely followed

the patterns in both Chart 22 (1920s) and Chart 23 (1990s). The next few months should tell us

which scenario is more likely. But either way, the prospects are very strong for the next year and

the downside risks are limited to around 10,175 on the Dow.

There are two likely stock scenarios for the coming year:

1) The first would be the beginnings of a stronger bull market in late April with

stronger growth just ahead, with a moderate correction likely into October or November,

and new highs on the Dow by early 2006.

2) The second, would be a choppier bull market at first with a more substantial

correction between mid August and November (but not likely lower than around 10,175 on

the Dow), and then an acceleration by late 2005 with new highs on the Dow by mid-2006.

With either of these scenarios, the mid to late April sell-off looks to us to be the

second “Great Buy Opportunity of a Lifetime” in stocks, after October 2002. Investors

should be positioning for a strong advance in the next year and be buying on any short term

corrections, especially between early August and November.

This should be the last great buying opportunity ahead of The Next Great Bubble Boom.

Don't get too greedy and wait for our lower end targets—between 10,100 and 10,300 on the

Dow—as the momentum of the markets is much more to the upside with little downside risk. But
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be aggressive if we do see those targets. The greatest sign of a stronger bull market ahead is the

fact that the Nasdaq has been leading again since the late April correction, and small cap stocks

(Russell 2000) continue to lead as we show in Chart 24. In July the Nasdaq, the Russell 2000 and

the S&P 500 broke to new highs

on the rally since October of

2002. The Dow should now

follow and break above its long

trading range between 9,700 and

10,900. The resistance points

above that will be at 11,300

where many bear market highs

were made in 2000, and then the all-time highs at 11,770. Once we break above there, likely in

early to mid 2006, the markets will clearly be in a broad new bull market and will be free to

accelerate further into mid to late 2006 before the 4-year Presidential Cycle hits between August

and October of 2006. Then we should see increasing bubble surges from late 2006 into 2010

before peaking as high as 40,000.

A Bull Market in the Dollar Ahead

Many analysts, including Warren Buffet, have been predicting that the U.S. Dollar would

continue to fall well into the future due to rising trade and budget deficits, while we have been

predicting a bottom and a major new bull market by mid 2005. The Dollar already looks like it

has made a bottom, completing a near perfect Elliott Wave pattern of decline in Chart 25. A rising

Dollar will attract more foreign capital into the U.S. stock and bond markets and give us an extra
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boost. We expect a strong 5-year

bull market in the Dollar similar

to what occurred from 1995 to

2000. That means that travel

overseas should be more

affordable in the next 5 years as

well.

Summary Recommendations

Don't give up on The Next Great Bubble Boom with the second “Investment Opportunity

of a Lifetime” that very likely occurred in late April of 2005—and with very little downside risk

going forward. This bull market is likely to be even greater than 1995 to early 2000, and should

rival the mid 1924 to late 1929 bubble. Our projected peak for the Dow and broader markets is

now between March and September of 2010, likely closer to September. Our targets for the Dow

are still 32,000 to 40,000—and around 13,000 for the Nasdaq. But note from Figure 3.14 on page

87 in The Next Great Bubble Boom, that tech and small cap growth stocks are likely to peak about

a year earlier, or around mid to late 2009 in our updated projections in this special report.

The danger signs that would cause us to reconsider our forecasts near term would be:

1) We see a significant break below 9,500 on the Dow,

OR

2) We see the markets fail to have a strong rally by March of 2006.

We would start to become more concerned if we broke below the lower Dow Channel

trend line (at around 10,100 in August or 10,300 in October). Otherwise, the trends are playing



out very much in line with the recoveries in the 1920s and 1990s that led to very strong bubble

boom markets in line with our demographic and technology cycles.

Don't wait for greater proof of this bull market into next year and miss a potential

30% to 40% rally (greater on the Nasdaq and small cap markets) as investors did in 2003

after our extreme buy signals in early October of 2002—as long as our downside risk targets

above are not violated. The Nasdaq has already doubled from its late 2002 low and the Dow

has seen 50% gains thus far that most investors have already missed.

The sectors to focus on include: large and small cap growth, technology, financial services

(investment banking, management and brokerage—but not mortgage lending), health care and

biotech, leisure and gaming, upscale consumer products and services, consumer cyclicals (outside

of housing construction), and Asia. Technology, small cap growth and biotech should be the best

sectors to add near term. For fixed income, investors should focus on shorter term maturities to

protect against the likelihood of gradually rising long term rates after this summer or early next

year. And it is high time to sell investment or unnecessary vacation real estate by the fall or the

spring of 2006 at the latest—or to even consider selling and moving, or renting in the most

overpriced coastal urban markets in the Northeast, California and South Florida.

For more information visit our website at www.hsdent.com and get a free sample of our

newsletter.
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